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There is much to the Jesus Worldview Initiative concept that has evolved in recent years 

of exploration and consideration. But a primary conviction and commitment is simply 

this: 

 

As Christians, we should not apologize for calling those who claim the name of Christ to 

put the faithful following of Jesus above any other allegiance or ideology — no matter 

how passionately held. To be a practicing Christian is to seek to follow Jesus above all 

other loyalties. 

 

The Jesus Worldview Initiative grew out of responses to an editorial I wrote for 

Nurturing Faith Journal in 2017, titled “How about a Jesus worldview?” I was reacting 

to the claim from Barna Group that, according to their research, “Only 17% of practicing 

Christians …have a biblical worldview.” 

 

Most striking were two serious redefinitions within this report: First, a “practicing 

Christian” was defined apart from following Jesus; and, second, Jesus was largely 

missing from what was considered to be an essential “biblical worldview.”  

 

As a result of these responses, we began exploring more deeply the absence or 

downplaying of Jesus within much of Americanized Christianity. As interest grew, my 

Nurturing Faith colleague Bruce Gourley and I began writing more on this timely topic 

and speaking to church groups across the nation upon invitation. 

 

With donor support from those urging further exploration, Bruce and I hosted a small 

group of ministers and lay leaders for a weeklong conversation about the need to explore 

creative, compelling and collaborative ways to advance a Jesus Worldview in a time of 

competing allegiances. 

 

Overwhelmingly, the participants reached two conclusions from this experience at a 

ranch-based retreat in Montana:  

 

1. We need resources to help shape or enhance a congregational culture in which 

following Jesus is the highest priority above all other allegiances. 

2. There is great benefit in a small group of leaders from various settings getting 

away from constant technology and daily responsibilities to focus on this reality 

and how best to respond.  

 

As a result, funding was sought for hosting some additional Jesus Worldview Retreats — 

and for sponsoring the publication of the book, Seeing with Jesus: Developing A 

Worldview Shaped by the Gospels (Nurturing Faith, 2020), by Jack Glasgow. 

  

The formation of Good Faith Media in 2020 brought together the complementary 

resources of EthicsDaily and Nurturing Faith. CEO Mitch Randall and other GFM staff 



fully embraced the Jesus Worldview Initiative as not only a project but also as a defining 

element of the organization.  

 

Collaboration is at the heart of GFM’s effectiveness — combining our team’s gifts and 

strengths with those that other organizations possess. That approach seemed wise for 

further developing the Jesus Worldview Initiative. 

 

Interest within leadership of the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship (some of whom have 

participated in these retreats and workshops) led to exploring a collaborative way to 

engage churches in better understanding and applying a “Jesus worldview.”  

 

The reality is that so-called “biblical (or Christian) worldviews” have been used to 

prescribe highly selective beliefs that redefine the faith as an ideology absent, and often 

at odds with, the life and teachings of Jesus. Therefore, allegiances other than following 

Jesus have become defining elements of Christianity. 

 

With a strong belief that healthier congregations — with healthier leaders — could 

emerge from a clearer focus on Jesus as Lord, leaders of the Cooperative Baptist 

Fellowship and Good Faith Media have formed a collaborative approach to providing 

needed and varied resources around this vital topic. 

 

Following the model of CBF’s Dawnings process (cbf.net/cbfdawnings) for churches, a 

writing team (with wide input) will create a new congregational resource to be made 

available to churches (in late 2021) that wish to engage in the exploration of a Jesus 

Worldview priority.  

 

Good Faith Media, playing to its strengths, will publish Bible studies and other 

supplemental resources, produce podcasts and videos, and plan/facilitate additional Jesus 

Worldview Retreats. Collaboratively, the two organizations will host larger events as 

well to engage as many people as possible in the Jesus Worldview perspective. 

 

Therefore, the Jesus Worldview Initiative continues to evolve and expand in new and 

creative ways that affirm: “Love is fulfilled among us when in this world we are like 

Jesus.” (1 John 4:17b NIRV) 


